Delivering Insider Access to Tech Founders,
Trace3 Releases New Episodes of The Founder Formula

The podcast that features tech founders and the VCs that fund them will release new episodes this month

Irvine, Calif. – June 3, 2021 – Known for its venture briefing program, in which a closed-door, highly-curated session gives an IT leader access to the latest emerging technology and the founders that created it, Trace3 presents access to these brilliant minds through its podcast, aptly called “The Founder Formula.”

After a successful completion of 27 episodes, the California-based technology consulting firm announced its releasing of another 12 episodes that will be available on Apple Podcasts and Spotify.

“The difference with ‘The Founder Formula’ podcast is that we give people access to these founders in the comfort of their own homes,” host and Trace3 veteran Todd Gallina said.

Upcoming guests include CEO of Mattermost, Ian Tien and co-founder and CEO of Menlo Security, Amir Ben-Efraim. They join an illustrious list of previous guests that include the pioneer of gaming, Nolan Bushnell, and the founders of Oculus and Crowdstrike.

“I think there is a certain romance associated with inventing something new, pitching it, getting it funded, and launching a start-up,” Gallina said. “That’s why people tune in, to get the real story of how it all started and continues to work.”

Brian Wheeler, co-founder of Morpheus Data will also be featured on an upcoming episode in June.

“Investors want to make sure bets... If you wouldn’t spend your own money on something, somebody else isn’t going to spend money on it,” Wheeler said during his episode. “Go start your company. Do whatever you can. Scrounge up whatever you can and build something. You’ll be better off in the long run.”

“We have always believed that giving our clients access to brilliant minds and insight into the future of technology allows them to advance their business in ways that advance the entire economy,” Trace3 Chief Marketing Officer Sandy Salty said. “We are doing the same thing for these young tech companies
that are coming to market and giving them a stage through programs like the briefings and the podcast to essentially get them to reach critical mass faster.”

Salty said this podcast is an illustration of how Trace3 is an epicenter of access and innovation – where clients access innovation and founders access future clients.

Tune into “The Founder Formula,” by visiting Apple Podcasts, Spotify, or the Trace3 website. Founders interested in being interviewed on “The Founder Formula” podcast can contact jill.simpson@trace3.com.

About Trace3

Trace3 is a premier provider of consultation services and advanced technical solutions. Founded in 2002, Trace3 empowers organizations to embrace the ever-changing IT landscape through elite engineering and dynamic innovation. With deep roots in the data center, Trace3 offers a broad mix of end-to-end technology services and solutions. These range from artificial intelligence and data insights to cloud computing and security consulting. Trace3 also maintains a Venture Capital (VC) CXO Briefing program, with a sharp focus on emerging technologies, and provides clients with extensive research focused on the latest IT trends. Trace3.com
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